Welcome to the eighth ACM/SIGDA International Symposium on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA'2000), the premier forum for novel work in all areas related to FPGA technology. This year's FPGA Symposium features twenty-two papers describing cutting-edge FPGA work. Authors present new work on FPGA architecture from commercial vendors and universities. Innovative software research highlights high-speed and high-quality FPGA design. Papers also describe novel devices, software, and applications for reconfigurable computing. Finally, FPGA'2000 showcases some very impressive applications of FPGAs. In this year’s program we include two extended papers, combining tutorial presentations with new advances in the use of FPGAs for cryptography and networking.

This year's panel session deals with a major concern of FPGA enthusiasts – given the huge capacities of today’s chips, how do we most effectively harness current devices? Is software mature enough to deliver adequate quality designs? Are designers capable of hand-tuning implementations on such devices? This year we bring together passionate believers in both camps to help decide the issues, as well as application developers caught in the middle of the debate.

FPGA’2000 provides a relaxed environment for informal information exchange, networking and stimulating discussions with the leaders in FPGA research and development from academia and industry. Paper sessions are separated by ample time to peruse the poster presentations and discuss the latest-breaking FPGA news.
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